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2 C. T. KELLEY AND Z. Q. XUEon the nature of the singularity. This behavior is shared by problems that are nearsuch singular problems [11], [16], and the structure of the singularity a�ects theperformance of various Newton-like methods such as the Shamanskii method [21],the chord method [9], and Broyden's method [10].In this paper we consider the class of singular problems with simple quadraticfolds [19] at the root. Our methods extend to more general situations including thehigher order singularities with higher dimensional null spaces considered in [22],but the case of simple quadratic folds is su�cient to completely expose the ideas.We make the following assumptions on the singularity.Assumption 1.1. F 0(x�) has a one dimensional null space N spanned by � 2 Eand closed range X such that E = N �X. For any projection PN onto N parallelto X we have PNF 00(x�)(�; �) 6= 0:Assumption 1.1 can be modestly weakened by replacing X with any complimentof N in E and assuming that the range of F 0(x�) has codimension one.Following the notation in much of the literature on singular problems we let~x = x�x� for x 2 E and PX = I�PN . For singularities satisfying Assumption 1.1one region of admissible initial iterates for Newton's method isW (�; �) = fx 2 E j 0 < k~xk < �; kPX ~xk � �kPN ~xkg;for � and � su�ciently small. Other, larger, regions have been described in theliterature [14], but iterates after the �rst lie in W (�; �). The basic convergence andstructure result is, [6], [25],Theorem 1.1. Let F be twice Lipschitz continuously di�erentiable in a neigh-borhood of x� and let Assumption 1.1 hold. Then if � and � are su�ciently smalland x0 2W (�; �) the Newton sequencexn+1 = xn � F 0(xn)�1F (xn)exists (i.e. F 0(xn) is nonsingular for all n), remains in W (�; �), and converges tox� with q-factor 1=2, limn!1 k~xn+1kk~xnk = 12 :If E = R then quadratic convergence can be recovered by the simple arti�ceof doubling the Newton step at each iterate. If E has dimension larger than onethis trick will not work because the modi�ed iterates may leave W (�; �) and evendiverge. Several methods have been proposed [8], [15], [5], [22] to recover superlinearconvergence. The most generally applicable of these is the method from [22] whichis described in the following theorem.Theorem 1.2. Let F be twice Lipschitz continuously di�erentiable in a neigh-borhood of x� and let Assumption 1.1 hold. Let � 2 (0; 1) and real C 6= 0 be given.Then if � and � are su�ciently small, x0 2W (�; �), and yn; sn, and xn+1 are given



INEXACT NEWTON METHODS FOR SINGULAR PROBLEMS 3for n � 0 by yn = xn � F 0(xn)�1F (xn);sn = �F 0(yn)�1F (yn);xn+1 = yn + (2� Cksnk�)sn; (1)then fxng exists, remains in W (�; �) and converges q-superlinearly to x� with q-order 1 + �. FIGURE 1: W (�; �)
N Xx� xcyx+
6

-In Figure 1 we plot X on the horizontal axis and N on the vertical. The �gureshows one quadrant of the convergence cone W (�; �) and xc is located near theboundary. We plot the locations of the iterations generated by one sweep of theiteration in (1) beginning with xc 2 W (�; �). We plot the intermediate iterate yand the modi�ed Newton iterate x+. The dotted curve is the the boundary of theset Q = fx 2W (�; �) j kPX ~xk � kPN ~xk2g:It is known, see Lemma 2.1 in x 2, that the Newton iterates described by The-orem 1.1 satisfy xn 2 Q for n � 1 and � and � su�ciently small. Hence theintermediate iterate y satis�es y 2 Q and k~yk � k~xck=2. The purpose of the inter-mediate iterate is to locate y deeply enough inW (�; �) so that the modi�ed iterationremains in W (�; �). For this purpose the sign of C does not matter, jCj need onlybe large enough to keep x+ in W (�; �) so that the iteration can continue. Smallervalues of jCj require smaller values of � and � in order that x+ 2 W (�; �). C = 0will not su�ce for this purpose for any values of � and �. The parameters C and �can be adjusted to improve the convergence rate by increasing � or decreasing jCj.However, when this is done the bounds required in the proof of convergence on �



4 C. T. KELLEY AND Z. Q. XUEand � must be decreased as well. C = 1 and � = :9 was a reasonable choice in thenumerical experiments reported [22]. In the inexact form of (1) we make di�erentdecisions and discuss those in x 2 and 3.If the method of Theorem 1.2 is applied to a problem for which F 0(x�) is non-singular, the intermediate iterate y will reduce the error quadratically, since it isa true Newton iterate. However the modi�ed iterate x+ will increase the error iny by a factor of roughly 2. The overall rate, therefore, will be two-step quadratic,the modi�ed step being wasted. One might try to detect singularity by monitoringthe progress of an unmodi�ed Newton iteration and turning on the accelerationprocedure when the ratios of successive values of kF (xn)k seem to be convergingto 1=4. Similar ideas might be applicable to the inexact situation considered here.Inexact Newton methods solve the equation for the Newton step at a currentiterate xc F 0(xc)s = �F (xc)approximately via some method that returns a step that satis�eskF 0(xc)s + F (xc)k � �ckF (xc)k: (2)The tolerance �c can vary as the iteration progresses and the results in [12] givebounds on �c that are su�cient to maintain various convergence rates. We statethe following special case of the results in [12] to have a basis for comparison withthe results in this paper.Theorem 1.3. Let F be Lipschitz continuously Fr�echet di�erentiable near a rootx� and let F 0(x�) be nonsingular. Letxn+1 = xn + snwhere kF 0(xn)sn + F (xn)k � �nkF (xn)k:Then for all �� 2 [0; 1), if x0 is su�ciently near x� and �n � �� then fxng convergesto x� q-linearly in the norm k � k� given bykwk� = kF 0(x�)wk:Moreover� if �n ! 0 then fxng converges to x� q-superlinearly, and� if �n = O(kF (xn)kp) as n ! 1 for some p 2 (0; 1] then fxng converges to x�q-superlinearly with q-order at least 1 + p.The purpose of this paper is to describe the behavior of inexact Newton methodsfor the class of singular problems described by Assumption 1.1. We have recentlyreported on success with a nested iteration multilevel version of this algorithm[13] in the context of neutron transport theory and in this paper we focus on thetheoretical aspects. In x 2 we describe conditions on the sequence f�ng that allowthe conclusions of Theorem 1.1 and an extension of Theorem 1.2 to hold. In x 3 wepresent some numerical examples, using GMRES [27] as the iterative method, thatillustrate the convergence theorems.



INEXACT NEWTON METHODS FOR SINGULAR PROBLEMS 52 CONVERGENCE RESULTS2.1 The Structural LemmaAs was the case in [22] we require a critical lemma on the structure of F and theNewton iterates. This lemma was stated in roughly the form that we use it here in[22], and follows from earlier estimates in [6], [25], and [26].Lemma 2.1. Let F be twice Lipschitz continuously di�erentiable in a neighbor-hood of x� and let Assumption 1.1 hold. Then there are � > 0, � > 0, and K > 0such that for all x 2W (�; �), F 0(x) is nonsingular,kF (x)k � Kk~xk(k~xk+ �); kPNF 0(x)�1k � Kk~xk�1; and kPXF 0(x)�1k � K: (3)Moreover y = x� F 0(x)�1F (x)satis�es kPN ~y � 12PN ~xk � K(kPX ~xk+ kPN ~xk2)andkPX~yk � K(kPX ~xk kPN ~xk+ kPN ~xk3): (4)We will require a more detailed inexact form of this lemma.Lemma 2.2. Let F be twice Lipschitz continuously di�erentiable in a neighbor-hood of x� and let Assumption 1.1 hold. Then there are KI > 0, � > 0, � > 0, and� > 0 such that if �c � �, x 2W (�; �), and s satis�eskF 0(x)s + F (x)k � �ckF (x)k (5)then the inexact Newton iterate x+ = x+ s (6)satis�es kPN ~x+ � 12PN ~xk � KI(kPX ~xk+ kPN ~xk2 + �c�c + �c�c) andkPX ~x+k � KI(kPX ~xk kPN ~xk+ kPN ~xk3 + �c�2c + �c�c�c); (7)where �c = k~xk and kPX ~xk = �ckPN ~xk: (8)Proof. Let � and � < 1 be small enough so that the conclusions of Lemma 2.1hold. Keep in mind that �c � � and �c � �. Let� = F 0(x)s + F (x)and let the Newton iterate from x bexN+ = x� F 0(x)�1F (x):



6 C. T. KELLEY AND Z. Q. XUESince x+ � xN+ = F 0(x)�1� we have by (3) thatkPN (x+ � xN+ )k � K2�c(�c + �c) and kPX(x+ � xN+ )k � K2�c�c(�c + �c): (9)Together with (4), this proves (7) with KI = max(K;K2).FromLemma2.2 we can make estimates on �+ = k~x+k and �+ = kPX ~x+k=kPN ~x+k.The inexactness adds complexity that is not present in the exact case (cf. [25]) inthat the �rst linear iteration needs to be done particularly accurately as describedin (10).Lemma 2.3. Let F be twice Lipschitz continuously di�erentiable in a neighbor-hood of x� and let Assumption 1.1 hold. Let r 2 (1=2; 1). Then there are �K, �M ,� > 0, � > 0, and � > 0 such that if �c � �, x 2 W (�; �), x+ is given by (5) and(6), (8) holds, and �c�c � �M�c (10)then x+ 2W (�+; �+) � W (�; �) with(1� r)�c � �c=2� �K((�c + �c + �c)�c + �c�c)� �+ � �c=2 + �K((�c + �c + �c)�c + �c�c) � r�c; (11)�+ � �K�c; (12)and �+�+ � �M�+ for all �+ � �. (13)Proof. We begin by letting �, �, and � be such that the conclusions of Lemma 2.2hold. We will reduce �, �, and � as the proof progresses. By (8)(1 + �c)�1�c � kPN ~xk � (1� �c)�1�cand hence, decreasing � if needed so that �c � � � 1=2,kPN ~xk � (1 + 2�c)�c � 2�c; kPX~xk � 2�c�c:HencekPN ~x+ � 12PN ~xk � kPN ~xN+ � 12PN ~xk+ kPN ~xN+ � PN ~x+k= kPN ~xN+ � 12PN ~xk+ kPN (xN+ � x+)k� K(2�c�c + 4�2c) +K2�c(�c + �c) � 4KI(�c + �c)(�c + �c);(14)and kPN ~x+k � 12kPN ~xk+ 4KI(�c + �c)(�c + �c)� �c=2 + �c�c + 4KI(�c + �c)(�c + �c):Similarly kPN ~x+k � �c=2� �c�c � 4KI(�c + �c)(�c + �c):



INEXACT NEWTON METHODS FOR SINGULAR PROBLEMS 7Set K 0I = 1 + 8KI . We have�c=2�K 0I (�c + �c)(�c + �c) � kPN ~x+k � �c=2 +K 0I(�c + �c)(�c + �c): (15)In the same way we havekPX ~x+k � kPX~x+ � PX ~xN+k+ kPX~xN+k� K2�c�c(�c + �c) +K(4�c + 8�c)�2c :Therefore, kPX ~x+k � K 0I�c(�c + �c)(�c + �c): (16)Combining (15) and (16) withkPN ~x+k � kPX ~x+k � �+ � kPN ~x+k+ kPX ~x+kyields�c=2�K 0I (1+�)(�c +�c)(�c+�c) � �+ � �c=2+K 0I (1+�)(�c +�c)(�c+�c): (17)This implies all but the �rst and last inequalities in (11) with any choice of �K thatsatis�es �K � K 0I(1 + �):Now let r 2 (1=2; 1) be given. If �; �, and � are small enough so that�K(� + � + �) < r=2� 1=4and �c�c � �c(r=2� 1=4)= �K (18)then �K(�c + �c)(�c + �c) < (r � 1=2)�cwhich yields the last inequality in (11) with any choice of �M that satis�es�M � (r=2� 1=4)= �KTo obtain (12) we note that (16) and (15) imply�+ = kPX~x+kkPN ~x+k � K 0I�c((�c + �c + �c)�c + �c�c)�c=2�K 0I((�c + �c + �c)�c + �c�c)= �c K0I(�c + �c + �c + �M)1=2�K 0I(�c + �c + �c + �M ) :Reduce �M if needed so that �M � 1=(8K 0I). Reducing �, �, and � if necessary sothat K 0I(�c+�c+�c) � 1=8 proves �+ � �c and therefore (12) holds with any choiceof �K that satis�es �K � 1:Setting �K = max(1;K 0I(1 + �)) completes the proofs of (11) and (12).



8 C. T. KELLEY AND Z. Q. XUEIt remains to prove (13). Note that�+�+ � �K�+�c � �K1� r ��+:Hence if we reduce � so that � � �M (1� r)= �K then the proof is complete.Note that enforcement of the condition �c�c � �M�c, perhaps by reduction of �,is required only on the �rst iterate and is satis�ed automatically on all followingiterates. This requirement that the �rst inexact Newton step be computed particu-larly accurately never needed to be enforced in our computations, but is importantin our convergence results.2.2 Linear ConvergenceThe linear convergence result on inexact Newton methods parallels Theorem 1.3.Theorem 2.4. Let F be twice Lipschitz continuously di�erentiable in a neigh-borhood of x� and let Assumption 1.1 hold. Let �M be from Lemma 2.3. Then thereare �, �, and �, such that if x0 2W (�; �),�0kPX~x0k � �MkPN ~x0kk~x0k; (19)and f�ng is such that �n � � for all n then the sequence given byxn+1 = xn + sn;where sn satis�es kF 0(xn)sn + F (xn)k � �nkF (xn)k;remains in W (�; �) and converges q-linearly to x�. Moreover if �n ! 0 as n!1,then xn ! x� with q-factor 1=2.Proof. Let x0 2W (�0; �0) with k~x0k = �0 < � and kPX~xk=kPN ~xk = �0 � �. Let�, �, and � be such that the conclusions of Lemma 2.3 hold for some r 2 (1=2; 1).We may do this because (19) implies that (10) holds.By Lemma 2.2 we have �1 � r�0and �1 � �K�0:Hence if �K�0 � �, x1 2W (�; �). Since Lemma 2.3 also states that �1�1 � �M�1, wemay proceed with the iteration to �nd that xn 2W (�; �) for all n and that�n+1 = k~xn+1k � r�n:Hence the convergence is q-linear.To get a more detailed estimate we use Lemma 2.3 to obtain�n+1 � �K�n ! 0as n!1. Hence �n+1 = �n=2 +O(�n�n) + o(�n);and so if �n ! 0 as n!1 the q-factor is 1=2.



INEXACT NEWTON METHODS FOR SINGULAR PROBLEMS 92.3 Acceleration of ConvergenceWe consider a modi�cation of the algorithm given in [22]. For �c given (perhapsdepending on xc And �c) and for xc 2 W (�; �) and �c � �, where �; �; � are suchthat the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 hold we compute x+ through the followingalgorithm.Algorithm 2.1.1. Compute sx such that kF 0(xc)sx + F (xc)k � �ckF (xc)k:2. Set y = xc + sx.3. Compute sy such that kF 0(y)sy + F (y)k � �ckF (y)k: (20)4. Set x+ = y + (2 + �c)sy.We use Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3, and Theorem 2.4 to obtain the re�ned form ofLemma 2.3 that we will need for an acceleration result.Lemma 2.5. Let F be twice Lipschitz continuously di�erentiable in a neighbor-hood of x� and let Assumption 1.1 hold. Then there are K� > 0, �, �, and � suchthat if xc 2W (�; �), �c � �,k~xck = �c and kPX~xck = �ckPN ~xck; (21)(10) holds, and sy is given by (20) in step 3 of Algorithm 2.1 thensy = � ~y2 + �1;where kPN�1k � K��c(�c + �c) and kPX�1k � K��2c : (22)Proof. Let �; �, and � be such that the conclusions of Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3,and Theorem 2.4 hold for some r 2 (1=2; 1). As in the proof of Lemma 2.3 weassume that � � 1=2. Since � � 1=2 we have for all w 2W (�; �) thatk ~wk=2 � kPN ~wk � 2k ~wk:If y is given by step 2 of Algorithm 2.1 then (21) and Lemma 2.2 imply thaty 2W (�; �) andkPX ~yk � KI(kPX ~xck kPN ~xck+ kPN ~xck3 + �c�2c + �c�c�c)� KI(�c4�2c + 8�3c + �c�2c + �c�c�c)� KI(4�c + 8�c + �c + �M )�2c � KA�2c : (23)In (23), KA = KI (4� + 8�+ �M ).



10 C. T. KELLEY AND Z. Q. XUERecall from (12) that �y = kPX ~ykkPN ~yk � �K�c: (24)Let z = y + sy. As pointed out above, Theorem 2.4 implies that y 2 W (�; �).Hence, we may apply Lemma 2.2 to z and conclude that~z = 12PN ~y + �1;where, since k~yk � r�c,kPN�1k � KI(kPX ~yk+ kPN ~yk2 + �ck~yk+ �c�y)� KI(KA�2c + 4r2�2c + �cr�c + �K�c�c)� KB�c(�c + �c); (25)where KB = KI(KA + 4r2 + r + �K).Similarly there is KC > 0 such thatkPX�1k � KI(kPX ~ykkPN ~yk+ kPN ~yk3 + �ck~yk2 + �c�yk~yk)� KC�2c(�c + �c):We may estimate �1 in terms of �1 since�1 = sy + ~y2 = (~z � ~y) + ~y2 = ~z � ~y2= ~z � 12PN ~y � 12PX ~y = �1 � 12PX ~y:Hence kPX�1k � 12kPX ~yk+ kPX�1k � KA2 �2c +KC�2c (�c + �c)and PN�1 = PN�1. This completes the proof with K� = max(KB ;KA=2 + (� +�)KC).If we select �c properly we can apply Lemma 2.5 to Algorithm 2.1 to obtainsuperlinear convergence. We state the main result in terms of the transition fromxc to x+ with a fairly general choice of �c and then as a corollary discuss possibleimplementations. Note that we require a nonzero lower bound for j�cj in (26). Theparameters C and � play the same role in the inexact algorithm as they do in thealgorithm described in Theorem 1.2.Theorem 2.6. Let F be twice Lipschitz continuously di�erentiable in a neigh-borhood of x� and let Assumption 1.1 and (10) hold. Let r 2 (1=2; 1), C 6= 0,C 2 R, and � 2 (0; 1) be given. Then there are �; �; �; �;K+� , and K�� such that ifxc 2W (�; �), �c � �, (21) holds,C(�c + �c)� � j�cj � � � 1: (26)



INEXACT NEWTON METHODS FOR SINGULAR PROBLEMS 11and x+ is given by Algorithm 2.1 then x+ 2W (�; �),k~x+k � r�c; and K�� j�cj�c � k~x+k � K+� j�cj�c: (27)Moreover, there is K� such that if�+ � K�j�cj(�c + �c)� (28)then �+�+ � �M�+: (29)Proof. Let �; �, and � be small enough so that the conclusions of Lemma 2.2,Lemma 2.3, Theorem 2.4, and Lemma 2.5 hold for the r 2 (1=2; 1) given in thestatement of the theorem.Let �+ = k~x+k and �+ = kPX~x+k=kPN ~x+k:Note that~x+ = ~y + (2 + �c)sy = ~y + (2 + �c)(�~y=2 + �1) = ��c~y2 + (2 + �c)�1: (30)Theorem 2.4 implies that (1� r)�c � k~yk � r�c:Therefore, since j�cj � � � 1, Lemma 2.5 implies that(1� r)j�cj�c2 � 6K�(�c + �c)�c � �+ � rj�cj�c2 + 6K�(�c + �c)�c: (31)Reducing �, �, and �, if needed so thatr�=2 + 6K�(� + �) � rproves the �rst inequality in (27). To prove the second, note that (26) implies that6K�(�c + �c) = 6K�(�c + �c)1��(�c + �c)� � 6K�(�c + �c)1��C�1j�cj:Hencej�cj�c((1� r)=2� 6K�C�1(� + �)1��) � �+ � j�cj�c(r=2 + 6K�C�1(� + �)1��)Reducing � and � if needed so that(r=2 + 6K�C�1(� + �)1��) < 1=2proves the second inequality in (27) withK�� = (1� r)=2� 6K�C�1(� + �)1�� and K+� = r=2 + 6K�C�1(� + �)1��It remains to show that x+ 2 W (�; �) and that (29) holds. Decrease � and � ifneeded so that CN = (1� r)C4 � 6K�(�+ �)1�� > 0; (32)



12 C. T. KELLEY AND Z. Q. XUEwhere C and r are given as in the statement of the theorem. By (11)kPN ~yk � (1� r)�c=2:If we apply PN to both sides of (30), take norms, and use Lemma 2.5 we havekPN ~x+k � j�cj(1� r)�c4 � 6K�(�c + �c)�c � CN (�c + �c)��c:If we apply PX to both sides of (30) and use (22) and (23) we havekPX~x+k � kPX ~yk=2 + 3K��2c � (KA=2 + 3K�)�2c :Setting CX = KA=2 + 3K� to obtainkPX ~x+k � CX�2c :Hence �+ � CX�2cCN (�c + �c)��c � CX�cCN (�c + �c)� � CXCN �1��c : (33)Reduce � if needed so that CX�1�� � �CNto obtain, using the �nal inequality in (33),CXCN �1��c � CXCN �1�� � �:This shows that x+ 2 W (�+; �+) � W (�; �).We complete the proof by verifying (29). We use the �rst inequality in (33)�+�+ � �+ CX�cCN (�c + �c)�and (27) to see that (29) holds if�+ CX�cCN (�c + �c)� �MK�� j�cj�c � �M�+;which holds if �+ � �MK�� CNCX (�c + �c)�j�cj:Setting K� = �MK�� CNCXcompletes the proof.Veri�cation of (28) is simple in the case�c � �C(�c + �c)�for some �C. In view of (11) we may approximate �c by ksyck. The choice�c = �C(�c + ksyck)� (34)



INEXACT NEWTON METHODS FOR SINGULAR PROBLEMS 13will be made for the remainder of this paper. By Lemma 2.2 there are c�; c+ > 0,independent of �C and � so that the choice of �c given in (34) satis�es�Cc�(�c + �c)� � �c � �Cc+(�c + �c)�:Hence if �+ � K� �Cc��2�c : (35)then �+ � K� �Cc�(�c + �c)2� � K�(�c + �c)�j�cjand therefore (28) follows from (35). If we setC� = K�c�if �n = �0�n, for some � 2 [0; 1], and � 2 [0; 1], then (35) will follow from� � C��n(2��1) �C�2�0 :Hence if �C is large enough and � 2 [0; 1=2], (28) will hold for any given �0 and� 2 [0; 1). If � = 1 and �C is large enough then (28) will hold for any given �0and � 2 [0; 1). This control of �+ is, in fact, one of the roles of �C. As we will seefrom the numerical experiments an aggressive choice of �C (i. e. a small value) isusually su�cient to keep the iteration in W (�; �) and the aggressive choice makesthe convergence more rapid.We make a particular choice for de�niteness in the statement of our next theorem,which is a trivial consequence of Theorem 2.6.Theorem 2.7. Let F be twice Lipschitz continuously di�erentiable in a neigh-borhood of x� and let Assumption 1.1 hold. Let � 2 [0; 1] be given. Then thereare �; �; � such that if x0 2 W (�; �), and �n = �0�n, with �0 � �, fxng and fyngare given by Algorithm 2.1, and f�ng is given by (34) with � 2 [0; 1=2], and �Csu�ciently large, then xn ! x� q-superlinearly.Another approach is to set � = 1, �x �n = �0 = � at a small value, and applyAlgorithm 2.1 with a goal of obtaining q-linear convergence with a small q-factor.This approach would be especially appropriate in the context of Newton-iterativemethods where the goal would be to reduce the number of inner iterations. Perfor-mance of this type of algorithm is described in the �nal theorem of this section.Theorem 2.8. Let F be twice Lipschitz continuously di�erentiable in a neigh-borhood of x� and let Assumption 1.1 hold. Let � 2 [0; 1) and �C > 0. Then thereare �; �; � such that if x0 2W (�; �), �C is su�ciently large, fxng and fyng are givenby Algorithm 2.1, and �n = �C(� + ksynk)�; (36)then xn ! x� q-linearly with q-factor at most K+� �C��.



14 C. T. KELLEY AND Z. Q. XUE3 NUMERICAL RESULTSAs an example we consider the H-equation of Chandrasekhar [4].F (H)(�) = H(�)� �1� 12 Z 10 �H(�)�+ � d���1 = 0: (37)It is known [23], [20] that the assumptions of the theorems in x 2 hold for thisequation in the space E = L2([0; 1]) and for discretized formulations, provided thequadrature rule integrates constant functions exactly.We report on computations using a composite 20 point Gaussian quadraturewith �ve subintervals to approximate all integrals. The L2 inner product was alsoapproximated using this quadrature rule. In all computations the initial iterate wasthe function identically one. GMRES [27] was used as the iterative method withthe function identically zero used as the initial iterate for the inner iteration. Weuse a modi�cation of the Brown-Hindmarsh GMRES code [1] with changes madein the inner product to allow the approximate L2 inner product to be used insteadof the RN inner product. Products of F 0(x) with vectors were approximated witha forward di�erence with a di�erence step of 10�7. The computations reportedin the tables were done on a SUN SPARC 1+ running SUN OS version 4.1.1 andFORTRAN compiler f77 version 1.3.1.In each of the tables that followwe tabulate the iteration counter n, the number ofinner iterates ig required to satisfy the termination criterion for the inner iteration,the norm of the function at the current point kF (xn)k, and for n � 1, the ratioof successive function norms. For the unmodi�ed Newton iteration, one wouldexpect this ratio to tend to 1=4. We tabulate the inner iteration counter ig in orderto compare the various methods in terms of function evaluations. Each Newton-GMRES iterate requires a function evaluation for the di�erence approximationof the action of F 0 on a vector. In all cases the iteration was terminated whenkF (xn)k < 10�12. All norms in the tables are L2 norms.Our �rst table illustrates the conclusions of Theorem 2.4. In the results reportedin the left columns of Table 1 we set �n = :25 for all n and in the right columns�n = 2�n�2. Note that while the number of Newton iterates is larger for the�n = :25 case, the number of function evaluations is slightly smaller because fewerGMRES iterates are required for each Newton step. A total of 58 GMRES iterateswere required for termination of the iteration in the �rst computation and 74 forthe second. This easily o�sets the additional outer iterations. The slightly irregularbehavior of the iteration in the �rst computation is also worth noting.To illustrate the modi�ed method of Algorithm 2.1, Theorems 2.7 and 2.6 we set� = :25, �n = 2�n�2 and compute �n by (34) with �C = :01. This is an aggressive(small) choice of �C. While such a choice was not appropriate for the exact algorithmdescribed in [22], the inexactness had the e�ect of keeping � large enough to remainin W (�; �) without the need to keep �C large.In the left columns of Table 2 we do not tabulate information on F (yn) but doadd the GMRES iterations required for computation of yn to the total in ig. Hence
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TABLE 1: Newton-GMRES Iteration�n = :25n ig kF (xn)k kF (xn)kkF (xn�1)k0 0.37D+001 1 0.12D+00 0.31D+002 1 0.28D-01 0.24D+003 2 0.11D-01 0.40D+004 2 0.28D-02 0.25D+005 2 0.68D-03 0.24D+006 2 0.20D-03 0.29D+007 2 0.47D-04 0.24D+008 2 0.12D-04 0.26D+009 3 0.60D-05 0.48D+0010 3 0.15D-05 0.25D+0011 3 0.37D-06 0.25D+0012 3 0.92D-07 0.25D+0013 3 0.23D-07 0.25D+0014 3 0.56D-08 0.24D+0015 4 0.15D-08 0.27D+0016 3 0.36D-09 0.24D+0017 4 0.11D-09 0.32D+0018 3 0.30D-10 0.27D+0019 4 0.11D-10 0.37D+0020 4 0.27D-11 0.24D+0021 4 0.65D-12 0.24D+00

�n = 2�n�2n ig kF (xn)k kF (xn)kkF (xn�1)k0 0.37D+001 1 0.12D+00 0.31D+002 2 0.21D-01 0.18D+003 2 0.50D-02 0.24D+004 2 0.12D-02 0.24D+005 2 0.31D-03 0.26D+006 3 0.82D-04 0.26D+007 3 0.21D-04 0.25D+008 3 0.51D-05 0.25D+009 4 0.13D-05 0.25D+0010 4 0.32D-06 0.25D+0011 4 0.81D-07 0.25D+0012 4 0.20D-07 0.25D+0013 4 0.50D-08 0.25D+0014 5 0.13D-08 0.25D+0015 5 0.31D-09 0.25D+0016 5 0.78D-10 0.25D+0017 5 0.19D-10 0.25D+0018 5 0.47D-11 0.25D+0019 5 0.11D-11 0.24D+0020 6 0.27D-12 0.23D+00



16 C. T. KELLEY AND Z. Q. XUETABLE 2: Modi�ed Method�n = 2�n�2; � = :25; �C = :01.n ig kF (xn)k kF (xn)kkF (xn�1)k0 0.37D+001 2 0.98D-01 0.26D+002 3 0.14D-01 0.14D+003 4 0.26D-04 0.19D-024 2 0.42D-06 0.16D-015 6 0.27D-08 0.64D-026 7 0.15D-12 0.55D-04 �n = :25; � = :9; �C = :01.n ig kF (xn)k kF (xn)kkF (xn�1)k0 0.37D+001 2 0.99D-01 0.26D+002 3 0.14D-01 0.14D+003 4 0.24D-04 0.18D-024 2 0.42D-06 0.17D-015 5 0.35D-08 0.84D-026 2 0.34D-09 0.97D-017 2 0.23D-11 0.68D-028 2 0.12D-12 0.51D-01more GMRES iterations are required for each outer iterate xn. The acceleratediteration is more e�cient than the unaccelerated versions, requiring a total of 24GMRES iterations. The superlinear convergence can be clearly seen in the tables.Small changes in the parameters � and �C had modest e�ects. For example, with�C = :01 and � = :5, 26 GRMES iterations were required and with �C = :1 and� = :25 27 GMRES iterations were needed. The number of outer iterations, six,was the same as in the tabulated results.Finally, in the right columns of Table 2 we illustrate Theorem 2.8. Here we set�n = � = :25 for all n, � = :9, and �C = :01. 22 GMRES iterates were required.Small changes in �C and � produced decreases in performance of at most 10% inour observations. Note that the number of functions required for 8 outer iterationsand 22 inner iterations is the same as that required for 6 outer iterations and 24inner iterations, so the costs of the two computations reported in Table 2 are thesame.REFERENCES1. P. N. Brown and A. C. Hindmarsh, Reduced storage matrix methods in sti� ode systems,Tech. Report ucrl-95088, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 1987.2. P. N. Brown and Y. Saad, Hybrid Krylov methods for nonlinear systems of equations,SIAM J. Sci. Stat. Comp., 11 (1990), pp. 450{481.3. R. Cavanaugh, Di�erence Equations and Iterative Processes, PhD thesis, University ofMaryland, 1970.4. S. Chandrasekhar, Radiative Transfer, Dover, New York, 1960.5. D. W. Decker, H. B. Keller, and C. T. Kelley, Convergence rates for Newton's methodat singular points, SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 20 (1983), pp. 296{314.6. D. W. Decker and C. T. Kelley, Newton's method at singular points I, SIAM J. Numer.Anal., 17 (1980), pp. 66{70.7. , Newton's method at singular points II, SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 17 (1980), pp. 465{471.8. , Convergence acceleration for Newton's method at singular points, SIAM J. Numer.Anal., 19 (1982), pp. 219{229.
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